J-S.A.F.E. - Judicial Strategy Against all Forms of Violent Extremism in Prison

J-SAFE supports judges and prosecutors to pronounce informed decision sentencings on cases of radicalisation at all stages of the procedures through the use of the most appropriate risk assessment tools, also with the support of ‘Legal Expert of the Court for Radicalisation Assessments’

IMPLEMENTING PARTNERS

- Italian MoJ – Provveditorato Regionale Triveneto
- KEMEA, Greece
- Center for the Study of Democracy, Bulgaria
- Technical University of Prague, Czech Republic
- Agenfor International, Italy
- College for Administration on Justice in Bavaria, Police Department, Germany
- Real Instituto Elcano, Spain
- Patrir, Romania

Global Objective: Support prison and probation staff in the execution of sentences through a coherent set of programmes and an integrated flow of information, parallel to ECRIS, among multilevel and multiagency stakeholders

- Handbooks, Guidelines and Policy Recommendations, Training
- European Technical Platform to assess and compare risks based on the existing diversified methodologies. Tool to facilitate the informed decision process.
- European Resource Centre and 52 Legal Experts of The Court for Radicalisation Assessments

Persons directly benefiting from the project: 552 legal practitioners, judges, prosecutors and prison & probation staff;
Persons indirectly benefiting from the project: 1000 P&P staff, judges and prosecutors.
RESULTS

1. MS will better deal with FTF and radicals in a multi-disciplinary and holistic way, including sharing of relevant information along the whole ‘prison pipeline’;

2. MS will better coordinate strategies for tailor-made, case-by-case rehabilitation programs, based on a proper risk assessments and taking due account to the balance between security and FR.

3. MS will work in complementarity with EU strategies.

OUTPUTS

1. Handbook on harmonization glossary;
2. Position Paper on literature and case studies on legislations on radicalisation;
3. Methodology for comparative risk Assessments;
4. Tool to facilitate the informed decision process;
5. Tool to conduct continuous self checks;
6. Tool to carry out performance audits;
7. Online modular, navigable J-SAFE platform;
8. Harmonized Guidelines for Judges;
11. Policy Recommendations;
12. European Resource Center with 52 “Legal Experts of the Courts”

For further information please contact
Enrico Sbriglia, Italian Ministry of Justice
derad.pr.padova@giustizia.it
Sergio Bianchi, Agenfor International
secretariat@agenformedia.com